As an Hourglass you have some gorgeous curvy attributes to
show off! You will have a small waist and proportionate
chest/shoulders and hips that might round out.


We want to create balance by showing off your curves.

HOURGLASS

HOW TO HIGHLIGHT YOUR ATTRIBUTES:
Focus on creating definition around your waist. Having a detail around
your center will highlight your shape.
Create balance between your shoulders and hips by wearing wider
necklines and details around your chest.
Highlight your shape in your butt by focusing in at the waist and wearing
items that follow your shape down to your ankles. Such as pencil skirts,
skinny pants or items that show the structure of your ankle. Straight pants
and skirts will throw you off as they travel down from a wide measurement.

Your Necklines
How can you focus on creating definition and shape around a key attribute? These points are also
important when on online meetings and creating content.


Here we want to add shape and volume to balance with your bottom half. We want to avoid narrow
necklines as they will create a bottom heavy effect.


You can also use colours to create balance. Darker colours in your palette will decrease size and
lighter will increase.

OFF-SHOULDER

I M PA C T D R I V E N S T Y L E

SWEETHEART

SQUARE

U-NECK

V-NECK
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Outfit and style suggestions

Below we have a few style suggestions that will show off your attributes everytime. Please, when
looking at the below styles focus more on the cuts, fit and drape of the outfits. The colours and
texture will depend on your unique brand and colour attributes (we talk about how to find yours later)
High-waisted details are an hourglasses best
friends when you want to show your full figure.

You can play with shoulder styles that build on
the figure. Be mindful of where your sleeves fall
to. Create balance and figure by making sure
they are not the same length as your waist.

Pants that come in and end just above the
ankle are great to finish your style. If you want
longer legs wear open front shoes like these
pumps which create length.
As you have natural shape around your hips
and butt you can balance a larger top with
a fitted skirt easily. It's a great way to add
difference and give you comfort.

Tops in this style are better with a detail or
collar that breaks up their shape a bit to
reduce bulk. Be careful of the hemline and
the shoes you wear as they can cut into
your length (and balance) as a general rule
the less leg you see the less stops you
should have (created by straps and lines)

An off the shoulder dress or top is perfect
for creating elegance and creating visual
balance as it follows the natural curve of
your shape. You can bring more shape by
adding waist details such as belts, colour
variations etc. Be mindful of your hairs
silhouette and ensure it still creates a
desired outline as the chest and
shoulders are focused on here
Front tucks can be used anywhere and are
best for your shape as it creates a natural
flow and waist focus where we want it.

A square neckline like this achieves similar
results to the off-shoulder styles.

For oversized, bright space taking tops like
this you can balance to create a greater
hourglass using lighter bottoms. Again best
to bring in at the ankle.

IMPACT DRIVEN STYLE
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